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 La Silla Problems Report: On Going 
LPRS 

TEL/INS/ 

GEN 
Description Action 

010151 2.2m Problems with the autoguider of GROND To be closed 
010108 3.6m M1 Unit: Calculated value of the axial 

pads A8 force is incorrect 
To check the load cells. This will be done as soon as a special 

device for the purpose is designed and fabricated. 
010184 3.6m HARPS: A serious problem with LN2 

flexible transfer. 
To keep it open until the spares arrive to La SIlla 

010047 ASM Meteo stations operational issues Software (IKA) is working on this 
010009 NTT SOFI detector noise No news. 
010078 NTT NTT EFOSC2 Configuration confusion IKA to comment 
010189 NTT TCS mswControl environment failed No news 
010132 Other Opslogs arriving empty in AUTREP To be updated in all telescopes. To keep it open as equested by 

JUR 
 
 La Silla Problems Report: Last Week NTT 
LPRS 

TEL/INS/ 

GEN 
Description Action 

010191 2.2m TCS VME lost connection CLOSED 

010187 3.6m HARPS PREMA B Chan 2 intermittent readings CLOSED 

010190 3.6m The Delta and Alpha axis went down after a preset CLOSED 

010188 NTT During a telescope preset, RU turret and GP1 trombone 
collisioned. We tried to solve with clear collision 
command from adapter engineering interface panel, but 
not possible. 

AMA called and solved it by hardware handset. 
CLOSED 

010186 DHA Allow user archeso to start and stop  /etc/init.d/dfslogd 
in all DHS workstations: w2p2dhs, w3p6dhs and 
wg5dhs. 

DHA 

 
 
 La Silla Technical Action Points 
Telescope 
/General/ 
Safety 

Create 
Date Problem Short Description Action Status Deadline 

NTT 10/1/08 
Install Shack Hartmann 
calculation of seeing at NTT to 
standardize site testing packages 
with Paranal 

To be closed. Completed 
from 
software 
side 

11/30/08 

NTT 4/14/09 
Reflections from filters due to 
different angle from the wheel used 
at 3.6m 

Waiting for Mechanics Paranal to start the fabrication 
Assigned 8/30/09 

NTT 20/02/10 
Heater power parameter is not 
displayed on SOFI-ICSmodule.  

Software. J.Valenzuela is working on this and depends 
on ISAAC modification in similar part. New  

3.6m 11/7/09 
Define 3.6m dome open status as 
hatch#4 open and include it in 
wlsasm dome info file 

Waiting for IKA decision. 
New Not 

assigned 

3p6 7/01/10 
Set PROTECTIVE COVER IN with 
HARPS DARK function 
 

Due to the expected difficulties to work in the 
software modules: there are two different modules 
to communicate; it has been decided to write a 
procedure on how to deal with this problem 
(feature) 
 

To be closed 
once the 
procedure is 
delivered. 

 

General 8/18/09 
Remote control of several support 
functions (like hydraulic plants, 
HARPS LED, etc.) is not provided. 

Signals to be controlled have been characterized and 
the control module is selected. A new meeting will be 
organized asap. 

Assigned  

General 9/13/09 
The freeze of VLT and/or MIDAS 
software with their libraries in La 
Silla and the corresponding 
hardware potential failure. 

A date is necessary to define for the tests. New  



General 27/1/10 
Video conference and projector 
must be installed in NOB meeting 
room 

The Tandberg unit arrived in Garching on February 
10th. According to Simon it was necessary 3 weeks for 
the repair, so we should be close to the reception of 
the unit. 

Assigned 
 

 
 La Silla Change Requests NTT 

CRE 
Number 

Telescope/ 
General Description Status 

20400-
0004 

Old Swiss The new Belgian telescope 
Trappist will be installed in the 
old Swiss T70 building requiring 
several electrical and network 
modification, as well as minor 
work on the building. 

Only roof sealing is pending to finish the work on building.  Instrument should arrive 
next week. 

 2.2m 
FEROS Calibration Unit 
Modification The unit will be sent to Paranal for JPI assembly 

 NTT Rotator B Cabling Re-routing Under testing 

80020-
0001 

NTT Safety Camera for NTT Ordering the camera 

 
 

 La Silla Projects  
Telescope/ Instrument 

DESCRIPTION Action 

3.6m HARPS Sec.Guiding Tests in Verona are going on with excellent results. The table will be ready for delivery the 
second week of April.  
The 3.6m instrument adaptor central hole was modified in its inner diameter, going from 350 
to 355mm to easy the table installation. 

After the tests 
to have it 

delivery to La 
Silla 

La Silla Dust Measurements Actually the equipment is in use in Paranal for an E-ELT study. After this has been finished 
it shall be delivered to La Silla. This is expected in a month. 
JUR will investigate in Paranal the interface of the equipment and possible requirements in 
La Silla. 

 

 
 La Silla Miscellaneous 

Item DESCRIPTION 

3.6m Instrument adaptor The flange central hole was machined to host the coming HARPS tip-tilt table. The diameter was increased from 350 to 
355mm 

Working group to 
review/generate check lists 
and procedures to follow in 
special events in La Silla 

To meet this week in order to start producing the necessary documents. 

ULTRACAM run 
preparations 

IT has prepared web points with fix IPs. There are aprox. 8 fix IP addresses ready. 
Cable holder for the instrument is finished and tested. 

PLS/PAS laboratory The laboratory was completely removed, packed and delivered to Paranal. The work was done by E.Bugueño, E.Flores 
and L.Gonzalez that especially came from Paranal for the purpose. 

La Silla Quarterly Report It was informed that the deadline to present the report is April 5th, 2010. It was asked to all participants their input for the 
report. 

Maintenance of 3.6m 
main mirror shutter 

BAH informed that asap the main mirror shutter will be maintained. 

TRAPPIST The roof has been sealed as requested. 

TAROT The airco system in the control room container was changed and it is perfectly working. 

NOB An airco unit was changed because it was with its compressor damaged. 

Visiting Center C.Ebensperger visited La Silla to check the condition how is the RITZ building. A t first glance the requied investment to 
activate the Visiting Center is not that much. 

Logistics A farewell for RHU and JCA will be organized the coming month. 

La Silla After a special request of E.Matamoros the La Silla meeting will go back to all 
Tuesdays at 11:30hrs 

 
 

Weekly Report of La Silla TMES/DNOS/SLAS 22.03.2010 – 30.03.2010  
Prepared by: PSI, AMA, BAH, ASA 

 
NTT EFOSC NTT 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

25-26.03 PSI Just as planned, the CCD of EFOSC2 has been warmed up, pumped and after  



filling it with dry air a new UV flooding was made. After 25 min of UV radiation, 
pumping and cooling down was performed Ok, and final vacuum is around 1.5 e-6 
mBar. In order to avoid removing the cryostat from instrument (and loose the 
optical alignment of the CCD), both the Grism wheel and the Camera were 
temporarily removed, so the UV lamp could be placed just in front of the field lens. 
Instrument and CCD were tested Ok after this; we wait for data reduction of 
standard star observations to asses blue efficiency. 

 
NTT SOFI NTT 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 
NTT Telescope/Adapters/Dome/Hydraulics NTT 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

12-14.03 AMA, PSI Installation of the new cables and hoses over rotator B for CRE-ESO- 70400-0001. 
The two cable trunks needed some change from original design due to constraints 
of slot width in rotator. Now the power cable runs together with the rest of fibers, 
serial link and Ethernet, in one sleeve on the left side of rotator, while on the right 
side we have the two water hoses plus a thin cable to prevent stretching of the 
hoses. Counterweights were also installed and the offset torque seems very low 
though it will need to be fine tuned once the hoses are filled with water. There are 
several pending issues though: 

• Install cables under floor from telescope base to racks side. 
• Install connectors in cables and hoses. 
• Once the hose’s connectors are in place, fill them with water. 
• Make and install cables and hoses strain relief supports on building side to 

prevent damage from own weight (missing parts!) 
• Prepare hoses feed through (already made) in wall of service room where the 

water chiller will be installed (same room as chiller of A side). 
• Once all this is done, test the cables by connecting them to corresponding 

devices.  

On the mean time, the rotator can be used but we have to monitor closely the 
cabling to prevent any entanglement that could occur. 

 

23.03 AMA The function F3 TR1 (Trombone) in the Adapter A was clearly in collision with the 
Function F4 RU1 (Reference Unit). This situation was solved by using the Handset 
taking out first the RU1 Unit and after that the TR1. The symptom was that the star 
lost its focus and then it was impossible to initialize the system because the TR1 
refused to initialize. It was working properly from 23:00 Local Time, so we can close 
it. 

L010188 

22-29.03.10 VAO Daily inspection to building and telescope for Maximo (7 work orders) M 

23.03.10 FVA Maintenance UPS M 

 
ASM                                      Dimm                                                                                                        ASM                 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 
 
 

3.6M HARPS 3.6M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

22.03 PSI Prepared special coupling and extra LN2 flexible transfer to increase length of line 
so the LN2 tank could be placed in original location. The LN2 tank that was 
installed in the slot between pump and rack is being used still in order to empty it 
and make it light enough for easy removal. When this happens, next full tank is 
ready in original location, but the extra hose and rigid coupling need to be carefully 
accommodated to route them to new LN2 tank. Today level is at 40% still. 

Old broken transfer was inspected and the crack in the inlet tube is clearly seen. 
Sent to Garching to JL Lizon in return of the two new ones being ordered.  

L10184 

24.03 PSI PREMA B was replaced by spare unit because channel 2 was giving intermittent 
failures on temperature reading. Most probably the cause is a faulty relay as usual, 
which can be replaced here. Broken unit in hands of AMA/JVI for relay 
replacement. 

 

23.03 AMA Counter Agilent/HP from HARPS was interchanged with the one in the CES. It is 
pending to check at electronic workshop the status of the Counter currently 
mounted at the CES. 

 



22-29.03.10 GSM Daily control of telemetry   M 

23.03.10 VAO,. EVE Recharge of Dewar 120 Lts. with LN2  

 
3.6M Telescope/Adapter/Dome/Hydraulics 3.6M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

24.03 AMA Not possible to initialize the telescope. Error signal from Log Monitor pointing to the 
encoders. Measurements of all the power supplies that have some relation with the 
encoders were tested and OK. Signal from encoder head were also ok. We called 
Alex Segovia from Paranal and he suggested that in the past this already happened 
and gave us some indications. After several Alfa, Delta and Auxiliary LCU bootstraps 
without success, we tried the same, but first powering off and on the three 
mentioned LCUs, and the system started to work properly. It seems some hardware 
condition in one of the LCUs is not cleared by just a reboot, but needs a power 
cycle. 

L010190

24.03 AMA During the troubleshooting of the LPRS 10190, the Time Machine’s little UPS was 
taken out and connected to the telescope big UPS system. 

 

27.03 AMA/PSI/ 

DCS 

Working in the 360 dome looking for connection points for X Terminal Machine. The 
problem was that there are no active points where to connect the X Terminal service 
machine. Gustavo Hahn from DCS solved the problem by enabling the usual 
network points we use (disabled sometime last year). 

 

27.03 AMA After the work in the TCS Room where we are investigating the connection of the X 
terminal, we experienced problems to initialize the TCS. Problem was that we have 
an error command that say “Error switching servo system.. time out alpha”, and 
alpha amplifier refused to initialize, but delta work properly. Solution was to power on 
and off the three LCU: alpha, delta and Auxiliary AMA 

 

22-29.03.10 EVE, VAO Daily inspect to building and telescope for Maximo (7 work orders) M 

25.03.10 EVE, BAH, 
FVA, GAG 

Change of Bogie  # D-1  for maintenance, and assembly D-11 (Pos. 18)  

25032010 ASA, AMA The Delta and Alpha axis went down after a preset 
After a preset, one or both axis went down, some time Alpha other Delta, we 
did two startup but after the second startup an error message appear: 
 
"On the adapter panel every time the alpha or Delta are init mode sen an error: 
iklidainit.c(435) ikalidaERR_INIT  S encoder initializtion failed: could not set 
encoder devices in ref-search mode. 
25-03-2010 12:45:51 asanchez 
Actions taken : 
- Hydraulic system checked, running ok 
- Cage limit switches checked, all were in right position 
- Local preset tests without problems 
- Reboot axis lcu 
- Start Up of the telescope 
After this actions sequence, the axis problem was not solved, A.Macchino was 
called. 
25-03-2010 13:53:29 amacchin 
Not possible to initialize the telescope. Error signal from Log Monitor pointing to 
the encoders. Measurement of all the power supply related with the encoders 
was tested and OK. Signal from encoder head were also ok. After we call Alex 
Segovia from Paranal and he suggest that in the past this happen and give us 
some indications. After several Alfa, Delta and Auxiliary LCU bootstrap with out 
success, we intent the same, but by powering off and on the three mentioned 
LCU, then the system start to work properly. It is not so easy to understand 
why, but it works. 
 Closed 
 

010190 

29032010 ASA, JVI LCU lhaics1 fail 

30-03-2010 8:22:02 3p6 
AT the beginning of the night, while doing the first preset the LCU LHAICS1 fail, 
on the ICS panel appear a message (lhaics1 NOT Ok.), then I reboot the LCU 
but after boot it fail again, and then the communication with the LCU was lost; 
Ariel Sanchez and Jorge Vilaza went to the telescope and solve the problem, 
but after a couple of observation the problem appear again, I try with a startup 
of the HARP but  doesn't solve the problem, and finally I try several time to 
reboot LCU locally at the telescope, but the at the control room the LCU appear 
to be ok for a moments but after a few minutes fail again, and was impossible 
to connect remotely. 
30-03-2010 12:56:02 asanchez 
After several attempts, we get to manual lhaics1 booted successfully, 
we suspect that some of the motors functions are not working properly, and the 
LCU does not end its reboot process . 
 
Workaround applied after lhaics1 LCU enable: 
1.- Put  FIERA  online 
2.- Put in simulation mode (in this order): 

 



     adcs 
     filt1 
     retpr 
3.- Put online the ICS 
4.- Take the simulation mode off in this orden: 
      retps --> then online 
      filt1  --> then online 
      adcs --->then  online 
 
When this LCU lhaics1 fail, during the Ob´preset, the first motor function that 
the instrument setup that move, is the adcs.  

 

 
2.2M WFI 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 
2.2M FEROS 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

24.03 PSI Checked status of FEROS LN2 transfer line. Ok, no visible damage.  

22-29.03.10 GSM Daily control of telemetry   M 

2.2M GROND 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 
2.2M Telescope/Adapter/Dome/Hydraulics 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

22-29.03.10 VAO ,EVE Daily inspection to building and telescope for Maximo (7 work orders) M 

28032010 JAL TCS VME lost connection. 

28-03-2010 10:15:52 2p2 

The communication with the TCS VME was lost. It was necessary to reboot 
the TCS manually. 

 
28-03-2010 15:56:14 asegovia 
This problem has been present for long time, and many time in 
investigations/troubleshooting has been used without success. So, since the 
solution is an LCU reboot, I suggest keep going with this. 
Closed 

010191 

 
 
REM LN2 System/Telescope/Instrument REM 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

23.03 VAO, GSM Change of tanks  

27.03 VAO, GSM Change of tanks  

 
Schmidt QUEST Cam/Telescope/Dome/Hydraulics Schmidt 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

22-29.03.10 VAO Daily inspect to building and telescope for Maximo (7 work orders) M 

    

 
General NTCCD General 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

28-29.03 PSI Collected components and other things for shipping to Garching. An ARC 
Controller #25, plus cabling, plus 4 finished housings and 4 cabled PCBs, plus 
assembly tools have been packaged for next truck to Santiago. 

 



 
Site General Maintenance and Infrastructure Site 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

23.03.10 FVA IN - 1D - UPS - Power House - Heating Plant M 

 
Site Logistics / Safety / Security Site 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

23.03.10 GAG, ERI, 
SAV 

Repair of electric fence  

24.03.10 GSM Change sensor ionic substation 3.60 Chiller Service building  

 
 
Misc. Miscellaneous Misc. 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

25.03 PSI Prepared information for purchasing a spare GALIL controller to be used for SW 
testing in HARPS Fast Guiding project. 

 

24.03 AMA An inductive Switch from BAUMER PNP type was lent to the TAROT people. They 
will send it to us in the next future. (Chinese August)  

 

25.03 AMA Update Electronic web page 
Document J. Vilaza Fuente Rotator B NTT en  
http://www.ls.eso.org/lasilla/support/electronics/Documentation/Images/fuenterotatob.jpg 
To find it First go to 
http://www.ls.eso.org/lasilla/support/electronics/Documentation 
Select: NTT Telescope 
Select: electronic documentation. 
Select: Miscellaneous 
Select : Rotator B Cameras Cable 
 
Documents Fibra Optica Andrew Wright 
http://www.ls.eso.org/lasilla/support/electronics/Documentation/PDF/LaSillaFibre.pdf 
and 
http://www.ls.eso.org/lasilla/support/electronics/Documentation/PDF/LS_FO_Availability.pdf 
To find it, First go to 
http://www.ls.eso.org/lasilla/support/electronics/Documentation 
Select: La Silla Network 
Select: La Silla Fiber Optic or La Silla Fiber Optic Availability. 

 

27.03 AMA A plastic box full of VME modules coming from the Ex Software VME test bench was 
set at the ex TRS electronic laboratory to put in order in the VME modules shelves. 
All of them have to be add at the VME status document. 

 

27.03 PSI A request was sent to re-activate a completed DDT Service observing ticket. The 
astronomer gave new OBs to execute. In progress. 

 

22-29.03.10 VAO ,FVA, 
EVE, GES 

47 WO for Maximo Preventive Maintenance electric and mechanic M 

23-24.03.10 FVA Electric Disconnection of laboratory PLS  

24.03.10 GSM Change annexes phone office JDU  

27-28.03.10 GSM Wired antenna radios VHF and UHF reception office   
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List of Acronyms 

AGO: Andrés González TMES 
AMA: Agustin Macchino   TMES 
API: Aldo Pizarro  SUPP 
ASA: Ariel Sánchez DNOS 
BAH: Bernardo Ahumada TMES 
CSP: Christian Spille SAFETY 
EMA: Eduardo Matamoros DNOS 
EVE: Enrique Vera TMES 
FCA: Francisco Cáceres DNOS 
 

FLA: Francisco Labraña DNOS 
FOL: Francisco Olivares MEC 
FRO: Francisco Rodríguez MEC 
FVA: Francisco Valdivia TMES 
GIH: Gerardo Ihle 
GSM: Gerardo Smith TMES 
GHA: Gustavo Hahn DCS 
JDU: Javier Duk SLAS 
 

JFI: José Figueroa MEC 
JFL: Juan Fluxá TMES 
JPI: Juan Carlos Pineda MEC 
JUR: Josefina Urrutia SOF 
JVA: Javier Valenzuela   SUPP 
JVI: Jorge Vilaza   TMES 
ILO: Ignacio López TMES 
LGA: Leonardo Gallegos DNOS 
LRO: Luis Romero TMES 
 

LWE: Luis Wendegass TMES 
MCA: Mónica Castillo DNOS 
PIA: Andrés Pizarro SAFETY 
MPI: Manuel Pizarro DNOS 
PAR: Pablo Arias DNOS 
PLS: Paul Le Saux DNOS 
PSI: Peter Sinclaire  TMES 
PVE: Pablo Vergara MEC 
VAO: Oscar Varas TMES 
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